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“Ladies and Gentlemen start your engines”, rang loud at 7:12pm all through Auburndale on 
Saturday night at Auburndale Speedway as the Joey Coulter 200 Charity race was about to 
start. The drivers had just finished up an incredible autograph session which included Joey 
Coulter autographing hero cards, football players and dancers from the Lakeland Raiders 
handing out 2013 schedules, drivers signing and giving away everything from hats, t-shirts and 
candy to Dylan’s special contribution to the charity families…their very own coloring book. 
Dylan’s cousin, Kristyn Ardrey designed a 20 page coloring book filled with all types of animals 
racing and the kids with Dylan in victory circle. But this wasn’t the only thing Dylan Martin had 
been working on; this young man presented a $6,000 check to Rick Bristol for the families. 
He has been just as busy off the track as he has been on. Dylan found numerous businesses 
that believe in what the charity race stands for. Dylan gets that drive and caring heart from his 
parents, Michael and Staci Martin. His parents received the “Tommy Hopkins Big Heart Award” 
in recognition of their heart to help others in need and willingness to give.

  

Dylan’s #7 Chevy qualified 8th but was starting 6th (top 10 pulled pills for starting position) out 
of the 23 trucks that were lined up to take the green. Dylan was on a special mission of his 
own this race. He was sporting a picture of all three recipients on the hood of his Blackwater 
Integration truck. Dylan wasn’t racing for him this time; he was racing for a cause…for a 
miracle…for a smile! He was determined to get to the front. It showed when on lap 2 he took 
5th position by passing the #65 truck in turn 2. The first caution fell on lap 4 when the #26 truck 
spun. By lap 6, Dylan had pulled 2 truck lengths on #65 and was all over the rear bumper of 
#29. He wore him out in the next 4 laps and waited for him to make a mistake. That happened 



going into turn 1 as Dylan got under the #29 coming out of turn 2. Running a hard 4th place 
now he had 4 truck lengths to catch up to the #3 truck. 

The field sees the second caution on lap 14, when the #77x truck spins in turn 2. When the 
green flag flies to restart them, the top 4 trucks run nose to tail as they pull away from the rest 
of the field. On Lap 18, caution flag for the #59x truck this time. We see the only lead change 
on lap 21, #41 takes it from the #64 truck.  Dylan staying aggressive jumps at the opportunity 
to take another spot when the #64 gets stuck on the outside groove. They get a chance to run 
some hard fast laps until lap 29 when the 4th caution comes out, #31 spins in turn 1 & 2. 

Dylan is running a solid 3rd place now and the field is still strong with 21 trucks. The #24 truck 
is catching Dylan in the corners but the Chevy powered #7 pulls him coming out. Dylan catches 
the #3 truck in the turn and realizes he isn’t rolling through the corner. He bumps him but the 
train reaction causes the #24 truck to hit Dylan in the rear. The #7 truck gets sideways but 
Dylan drives her right out of it. The #59x spins again bringing out yet another caution. During 
this caution, Dylan’s truck has a vibration and pulls it into the pits. His crew, ready and waiting, 
pulls the fender out and sends him right back out. Dylan enters the track as the field of 21 
trucks takes the green. 

 

The Blackwater Integration truck is 21st with 69 laps to go. It is a new race for Dylan and he 
is determined to see the checker flag from the front of the field. Within the first lap back on 
the track, the #7 Chevy truck passes #84. The next lap he gets past the #77 truck. He is in 19th 
position when the yellow flag is brought out. A lap later Dylan passes the #59x truck to put him 
in 17th. Now Dylan runs down the #21 truck and gets him on the outside in turn 3 & 4. This 15 
yr. old is driving the wheels off his truck. As he picks up more momentum, another caution flag 
drops on lap 48 for #77x. 

 



Dylan finds himself moving up another spot as he passes the #4 truck going into turn 3. The 
#31 truck has been getting loose going into the turns and Dylan is right on his rear bumper. 
The #31 truck spins down the front stretch as smoke fills the cab of his truck. The red flag 
comes out due to the #31 truck leaving a trail of trani fluid all the way around the track. The 
Auburndale Speedway clean-up crew jumps right in and gets it cleaned up.  

With 41 laps left, the command to re-fire their engines came from the announcer. These 
drivers now have been at it, door to door racing for over an hour. Dylan finds himself in 14th 
position (20 trucks) on this restart. They get one lap down before the #77 brings out another 
caution. The Blackwater Integration truck has found itself riding behind the #14. Dylan tries for 
a couple laps to take him on the inside. As Dylan is doing this the #2x truck goes to the outside 
of Dylan and the crowd goes crazy as these trucks go into the turn three wide. Great driving 
skills are shown as all three trucks make it through the corner. The #21 spins in turn 3 to bring 
out the 10th caution of the night. The pace truck leads the field through the center of the track 
while the clean-up crew tends to turn 3. 

Dylan having a different strategy this time around, sees the green flag drop and the fans watch 
the #7 truck jump to the outside of the #14 truck. It takes him over a lap to complete the pass, 
but Dylan pulls it off. He doesn’t stop there. Dylan runs the #2 truck down within 3 laps and 
takes another spot going into turn 1. Now he goes after the #69 truck. He starts to reel him in. 
Dylan is running just tenths off his qualifying time to catch him. He does and then pulls a Dale 
Earnhardt move…gets him loose in the middle of the turn and then drives under him coming 
out of turn 4. The crowd sees another caution flag on lap 86 when the #26 truck spins. Dylan is 
running in 9th place now and has been on the track racing for well over an hour and a half but 
is still alert and on his toes as he dives to the inside of turn 2 to miss the #65 truck as it spins. 
He almost cleared him completely but his tailgate didn’t make it. It was ripped off and went 
spinning up the track in turn 2. Dylan knew that when he would go back to green that this 
would make his truck really loose.



There are 9 more laps to go but unfortunately the track has a time limit for the race. So as 
the trucks line up for the final green-white-checker restart, Dylan in his #7 Chevy truck is in 
8th place. The trucks run these last 2 laps as hard as they did the first laps of this 100 lap race. 
When the checkered flag drops, the Blackwater Integration truck finishes in 8th. The #41 truck 
won the Joey Coulter 200 Charity race. But I can tell you that by far, Dylan won the hearts of 
many fans that night. This was proven when after the races were all over, more than 50 fans 
came to the pits to congratulate Dylan on an incredible race. Dylan did receive the Hard luck 
Award and the Most Body Panels Removed Award for the night. 

In the pits, Dylan was all smiles as he told a couple that had driven all the way from New Port 
Richey to watch him race, “This season has been a learning experience for my whole team! 
From the first race to the last, we continued to strive forward. We are going to make a run for 
the Championship in 2013. We are planning on running the Pro Trucks and the Sportsman full 
time and will be testing a Pro Late Model next year. I owe it all to my hardworking crew, loyal 
sponsors and the best fans around”.

 

 

To the real winners of the night,
London Peoples, Kanarius Wood

 and Michelle Hopkins…
We love you and hope you have a wonderful 

Merry Christmas!
 

 

Special thanks to all of our sponsors for believing in us!

  

   


